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VOCABULARY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Below is a list of key vocabulary words that appear in the Phonics Launch texts. Knowledge Building 
and Story Words are listed next to each title. Some of the words are defined within the text; these 
may be left as opportunities for students to use vocabulary strategies to define during reading.

Consider introducing three to five of these or other words prior to reading using the  
following procedure: 

1. Provide a student-friendly definition.
2. Connect the word to something students already know.
3. Define how the word is used in the text.
4.  Have students turn to a partner and use the word in a sentence and/or give examples of  

the word.

When determining which words to introduce, consider students’ background knowledge,  
experiences, and oral vocabulary. 

Graphic organizers are provided to support students’ vocabulary development throughout the 
lessons. These may be used during centers or independent work time. You can download them  
from pioneervalleybooks.com/phonicslaunch-resources. 

LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

1 Nat the Dog Nat, crawl, clean, nibble, color, climb, nip, nap

2 Wag Goes to the Park Wag, park, swing, plane, seesaw, plant, sandbox, pizza

3 Meet My Mom teach, mop, talk, march, text, mix, tiptoe

4 The Basket bear, basket, rabbit, bird, rooster, bat, rhino, rat

5 In the House frog, house, horse, flamingo, hippo, fox, hen, fly

6 Look at the Animals duck, ladybug, dog, lizard, deer, lion, dolphin

7 We Are Fast ran, map, cat, hat, bag, bat, cab, Dad

8 Wag in the Van Dad, van, Pat, Nat, Matt, cat, Wag, vroom

9 Quack Dresses Up watermelon, Quack, wolf, witch, whale, worm, walrus, duck

10 Yummy Grapes garage, yard, grass, gate, garden, grapes, yum
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LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

11 Zebra Snacks jam, zebra, too, jelly beans, zucchini, juice, Jell-O, eat

12 Let’s Win kitten, dig, Kim, too, pig, fish, kangaroo, win

13 Let’s Hide ship, pit, Nick, oh no

14 On Top of the Rock rock, oh no

15 What’s in the Box? hog, frog

16 Fun in the Bus pup, cub, buck

17 Run to Me! duck, buck

18 Is My Hen in the Bed? hen, den, pen

19 Bedtime for Rex bat, yak

20 Gus and Sid pup, tub

21 Lots of Tails tail, look out 

22 Tom’s Pet pet, jet

23 Wag and the Fun Ride cab, Matt, fish

24 On the Log oh no 


